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Abstract

The wastewater utility industry serves a critical function for a nation’s growth and is one of the essential pillars for a healthy infrastructure system. Efficient operations and maintenance of wastewater infrastructure heavily rely on material and equipment available at the right time in the right quantities. Therefore, making correct inventory management strategic decisions a paramount necessity to gain cost efficiencies. At present, a common practice in the industry for decision making is entirely dependent on the experience of the team or individuals in the decision-making process. In this research, strategic inventory management decision-making tools are developed for the wastewater utility industry. The tools include an inventory management maturity framework, a qualitative and quantitative material-specific inventory management sourcing policy selector. The maturity model developed takes into account criteria related to cost, culture, process, and technology from industry practitioners’ experience and their envisioned future. The qualitative decision-making tool is demonstrated using sample data intended to be acquired from a global survey. The quantitative decision tool is demonstrated by performing economic assessment simulations of various scenarios, by investigating a case study for inventory management sourcing policies, using in-house and performance-based contracts for mobile flood mitigation pumps. The findings highlight the selection decision should be driven by forecasted equipment utilization. With a trend indicating lower utilization is economical with outsourcing through Performance Based Contract (PBC), while higher utilization is economical using the in-house option. At the same time, the cost parity point for the inventory management policies under investigation can vary according to the equipment output capacity, in this case, the flow rate. The tools developed in this research have the potential to be extended to other industries to assist in strategic decision making, where operations and maintenance works are performed.
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